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Sourcebooks Fire New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons makes her YA debut with a fast-paced thriller sure to keep readers
guessing to the very last page The only thing ﬁfteen-year-old Scarlet Killian has ever wanted is a chance at a normal life. Diagnosed
with a rare and untreatable heart condition, she has never taken the school bus. Or giggled with friends during lunch. Or spied on a
crush out of the corner of her eye. So when her parents oﬀer her three days to prove she can survive high school, Scarlet knows her
time is now... or never. Scarlet can feel her heart beating out of control with every slammed locker and every sideways glance in the
hallway. But this high school is far from normal. And ﬁnding out the truth might just kill Scarlet before her heart does.

Broken
Lost in Shadows
EdgyReads New York Times–Bestselling Author: An explosives specialist confronts killers—and his own conﬂicted heart—in the West
Virginia wilderness . . . A West Virginia mountain, the middle of a blizzard, killers on his trail . . . no place for a city boy like Lucky
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Cavanaugh, an ATF explosives specialist. Outmanned, outgunned, and shot, he takes Forest Service Wildlife Biologist Vinnie Ryan
hostage until he convinces her that he’s one of the good guys. Vinnie heals not only his injuries but also his broken heart. But when
they uncover a terrorist plot, Lucky is forced to choose between duty and passion, risking the life of the woman he loves in order to
save the lives of thousands. Praise for CJ Lyons: “A perfect blend of romance and suspense. My kind of read.” —Sandra Brown, #1 New
York Times–bestselling author of Thick as Thieves “Everything a great thriller should be—action packed, authentic, and intense.” —
Lee Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Jack Reacher novels “A pulse-pounding adrenaline rush.” —Lisa Gardner, #1
New York Times–bestselling author of Before She Disappeared

Stolen Futures
The Complete Trilogy: Unity
Edgy Reads From New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons, comes her ﬁrst YA Science Fiction title, written under the pen name,
Cat Lyons. For fans of Marissa Meyer, Madeline L'Engle, and Frank L Baum, a story about an average girl transported to another time
who will stop at nothing to save her family...even if it means sacriﬁcing her humanity.

Stolen Futures
The Complete Triology: Unity
Edgy Reads From New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons, comes her ﬁrst YA Science Fiction, written under the penname, Cat
Lyons. For fans of Marissa Meyer's Lunar Chronicles, Madeline L'Engle's A Wrinkle in Time, and Frank L Baum's Wizard of Oz, a story
about an utterly average girl transported to another time who will stop at nothing to save her family...even if it means sacriﬁcing her
humanity."The Wizard of Oz meets Star Wars...Why don't we have more YA space operas like this? Cat Lyons gives us characters who
leap oﬀ the page and a plot that keeps readers guessing. A story for all ages and genders, this one is sure to please." ~Hugh Howey,
New York Times bestselling author of WoolA ragged band of rebels including a girl stolen from her own timeline, a thief on the run, a
dwarf mechanical genius, a boy with autism, and the former leader of the secret police inﬁltrate a mountain fortress on a mission to
stop a ruthless leader before he can destroy all of Time.Can ordinary girl's love for her brother triumph despite the forces of the
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universe aligned against them?Contains the complete STOLEN FUTURES: UNITY trilogy including: Queen of Chaos, Thief of Time, and
Pawns of Destruction.

Lost in Shadows
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform New York Times Bestseller CJ Lyons has been praised as a "Master of the Genre"
(Pittsburgh Magazine) for her romantic thrillers. Join CJ as she starts a sexy, fun-ﬁlled, adrenalin rush of a new series: Shadow Ops.
Following a group of covert operatives, men and women who risk their lives to protect our country--but are they ready to risk their
hearts? LOST IN SHADOWS (Shadow Ops Book #2): A West Virginia mountain, the middle of a blizzard, killers on his trail...no place for
a city boy like Lucky Cavanaugh, an ATF explosives specialist. Out-manned, out-gunned and shot, he takes Forest Service Wildlife
Biologist Vinnie Ryan hostage until he convinces her that he's one of the good guys. Vinnie heals not only his injuries but also his
broken heart. But when they uncover a terrorist plot, Lucky is forced to choose between duty and passion, risking the life of the
woman he loves in order to save the lives of thousands. Praise for CJ Lyons and her bestselling novels: "Everything a great thriller
should be--action packed, authentic, and intense." --#1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child "Compelling...I love how the
characters come alive on every page." --New York Times bestselling author Jeﬀery Deaver "A pulse-pounding adrenaline rush."--Lisa
Gardner, New York Times bestselling author "The perfect blend of romance and suspense. My kind of read."--Sandra Brown, #1 New
York Times bestselling author "A high-stakes adventure with dire consequences."--Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author
"Packed with adrenaline."--David Morrell, New York Times bestselling author "Tense, whip-smart medical scenes ... gripping."--Tess
Gerritson, New York Times bestselling author "Harrowing, emotional, action-packed and brilliantly realized ... an irresistible read."-Susan Wiggs, New York Times bestselling author "Exciting ... engrossing, intriguing."--Heather Graham, New York Times bestselling
author "An adrenaline rush and an all-around great read."--Allison Brennan, New York Times bestselling author "Breathtakingly fastpaced."--Publishers Weekly

Stolen Futures: Unity
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The Complete Trilogy
From New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons, comes her ﬁrst YA Science Fiction title, written under the pen name, Cat Lyons. For
fans of Marissa Meyer's Lunar Chronicles, Madeline L'Engle's A Wrinkle in Time, and Frank L Baum's Wizard of Oz, a story about an
utterly average girl transported to another time who will stop at nothing to save her family...even if it means sacriﬁcing her own
humanity. "The Wizard of Oz meets Star Wars...Why don't we have more YA space operas like this? Cat Lyons gives us characters who
leap oﬀ the page and a plot that keeps readers guessing. A story for all ages and genders, this one is sure to please." ~Hugh Howey,
New York Times bestselling author of Wool A ragged band of rebels including a girl stolen from her own timeline, a thief on the run, a
dwarf mechanical genius, a boy with autism, and the former leader of the secret police inﬁltrate a mountain fortress on a mission to
stop a ruthless leader before he can destroy all of Time. Can an ordinary girl's love for her brother triumph despite the forces of the
universe aligned against them? Contains the complete STOLEN FUTURES: UNITY trilogy including: Queen of Chaos, Thief of Time, and
Pawns of Destruction.

Devil Smoke
CJ Lyons+ORM A soccer mom and ex-FBI agent deals with an amnesiac and a dangerous stalker in this thriller by the New York
Times–bestselling author of Last Light. After leaving the FBI, Lucy Guardino still feels like the new kid on the block with her team at
Beacon Falls. But then a new case involving a young woman with amnesia searching for her lost memories shines a spotlight on a past
case involving one of Lucy’s team members. Dr. Tommy Worth left his job as a pediatrician ER physician to join the Beacon Group
after his wife went missing, leaving him to raise their ﬁve-year-old daughter alone. Now the press is hounding him on the anniversary
of his wife’s disappearance. Distracting himself with the newest case at Beacon Falls fails miserably after the woman he is trying to
help becomes the target of an anonymous stalker . . . Devil Smoke is the eighth Lucy Guardino novel, but they can be read out of
order. If you enjoy captivating suspense, intelligent storytelling, strong and vulnerable characters, and a freight-train pace, then you’ll
love this adrenaline rush of a heart-pounding thriller from “a master of the genre” (Pittsburgh Magazine). Praise for the Beacon Falls
novels “Combine Dirty Harry with a loving wife and mother and you might end up with Lucy Guardino. Fans of Lyons’ hospital-set
series will love the change of setting and thrilling pace. . . . You won’t be able to put this one down.” —RT Book Reviews on Snake Skin
“An action packed thriller from page one! An amazing fast paced story with characters that jump oﬀ the page and capture your heart.
A must read!” —My Book Addiction on Blood StainedDESC> crime thrillers;fbi thrillers;mysteries;cold case mysteries;missing
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persons;women sleuths;female sleuths;working moms;dark;stalker;stalking;amnesia;pittsburgh;pennsylvania FIC031010 FICTION /
Thrillers / Crime FIC022040 FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Women Sleuths 9781939038104 Edge of Shadows CJ Lyons

See Jane Run
Sourcebooks, Inc. I know who you are. When Riley ﬁrst gets the postcard tucked into her bag, she thinks it's a joke. Then she ﬁnds a
birth certiﬁcate for a girl named Jane Elizabeth O'Leary hidden inside her baby book. Riley's parents have always been pretty
overprotective. What if it wasn't for her safety...but fear of her ﬁnding out their secret? What have they been hiding? The more Riley
digs for answers, the more questions she has. The only way to know the truth? Find out what happened to Jane O'Leary. Praise for
Truly, Madly, Deadly "A fast-paced thriller."—Kirkus Reviews "What a ride! Full of twists and turns — including an ending you won't see
coming!"—April Henry, New York Times bestselling author of The Girl Who Was Supposed to Die

Six Months Later
Sourcebooks, Inc. Chloe's had the best six months of her entire life. It's too bad she can't remember anything about them... Chloe
didn't think about it much when she nodded oﬀ in study hall on that sleepy summer day. But when she wakes up, snow is on the
ground and she can't remember the last six months of her life. Before, she'd been a mediocre student. Now, she's on track for
valedictorian and being recruited by Ivy League schools. Before, she never had a chance with super jock Blake. Now he's her
boyfriend. Before, she and Maggie were inseparable. Now her best friend won't speak to her. What happened to her? And why can't
she remember?

The Cellar
Sourcebooks, Inc. Now a New York Times bestseller! A gripping, ripped-the-headlines thriller from writing sensation Natasha
Preston. "Lily?" My stomach dropped as a tall, dark-haired man stepped into view. Had he been hiding between the trees? "No. Sorry."
Gulping, I took a step back. "I'm not Lily." He shook his head, a satisﬁed grin on his face. "No. You are Lily." "I'm Summer. You have
the wrong person." You utter freak! I could hear my pulse crashing in my ears. How stupid to give him my real name. He continued to
stare at me, smiling. It made me feel sick. "You are Lily," he repeated. Before I could blink, he threw his arms forward and grabbed
me. I tried to shout, but he clasped his hand over my mouth, muﬄing my screams. My heart raced. I'm going to die. For months
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Summer is trapped in a cellar with the man who took her—and three other girls: Rose, Poppy, and Violet. His perfect, pure ﬂowers. His
family. But ﬂowers can't survive long cut oﬀ from the sun, and time is running out...

Lifelines
(InterMix)
Penguin From the New York Times bestselling author of Blind Faith comes the ﬁrst book in the Angels of Mercy series—a gripping
behind-the-scenes drama of four women who face life and death every day… July 1st—Transition Day. The most dangerous day of the
year. The day staﬀ at Pittsburgh’s Angels of Mercy Hospital braces for the arrival of the cocky, untested new interns. It’s also the ﬁrst
day for L.A. transplant Dr. Lydia Fiore, the new ER attending physician. Not a good day to lose a patient—especially not the Chief of
Surgery’s son. Now, to save her career, Lydia must discover the truth behind her patient's death, even as it leads her into
unfamiliar—and risky—territory. At least she’s not alone. There’s med student Amanda, a sweet Southern belle with problems of her
own; Gina, a resident with a chip on her shoulder; and Nora, the take-charge charge nurse with a cool head but a ﬁery temper. Not to
mention the paramedic who’d like to try his bedside manner out on Lydia. The four women will learn to depend on each other in their
ﬁght to save lives—because sometimes everyone needs a lifeline... Lifelines includes a teaser for the second Angels of Mercy novel,
Warning Signs.

Isolation
CJ Lyons+ORM New York Times–Bestselling Author: Trapped in the ER during a blizzard on New Year’s Eve, their only resolution is to
stay alive . . . “Harrowing . . . irresistible.” —Susan Wiggs With Pittsburgh snarled by a New Year’s Eve blizzard and Angels of Mercy
Hospital cut oﬀ from the outside world, staﬀ and patients are at the mercy of armed gunmen. Their target is Dr. Gina Freeman, who is
holding vigil over her wounded ﬁancé, Detective Jerry Boyle. Trapped inside with her are ER charge nurse Nora Halloran and fourthyear medical student Amanda Mason, on the last night of her ICU rotation—and possibly her life. Stranded outside the hospital walls is
ER physician Lydia Fiore, whose past holds the secret the hitmen are willing to kill for. With patients, staﬀ, and loved ones held
hostage, the power out, and cold-blooded killers in control, who will live to see the New Year? Previously published as Critical
Condition Praise for CJ Lyons’ Thrillers with Heart: “It’s easy to see why CJ Lyons is a perennial on the bestseller lists.” —Tess
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Gerritsen, New York Times–bestselling author of the Rizzoli & Isles novels “Gets the blood pumping . . . fans of Michael Palmer will
enjoy this.” —The Mystery Gazette “A powerful and dramatic look into the frenzied world of emergency medicine.” —Suspense
Magazine “Characters with beating hearts and three dimensions.” —Newsday “CJ Lyons writes with the authority only a trained
physician can bring to a story, blending suspense, passion and friendship into an irresistible read.” —Susan Wiggs, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of The Lost and Found Bookshop “Gripping . . . complex relationships and real, honest human emotion.”
—Pittsburgh Magazine

Blind Faith
CJ Lyons+ORM A man executed for murder may have taken the ultimate secret to his grave in the New York Times bestselling
author’s thriller series debut. Sarah Durandt knows that the serial killer who murdered her husband and son has paid the ultimate
price. But the Damien Wright went to his death refusing to reveal where he’d buried their bodies. Now, Sarah is determined to ﬁnd
them. She’s prepared for the shock of seeing them dead. But what she ﬁnds is even more horrifying . . . Despite Damian’s confession,
DNA evidence suggests that he wasn’t the real killer. It’s persuasive enough that FBI Supervisory Special Agent Caitlyn Tierney is
reopening the case to hunt down a killer who may still be at large. Now, for Sarah, the nightmare is only beginning . . .

Angels Weep
A Renegade Justice Thriller Featuring Morgan Ames
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author CJ Lyons:Is she a predator? Or is she the prey?Morgan Ames never expected
to survive when she threw herself and her serial killer father oﬀ a cliﬀ. She was ﬁne with that-as long as it stopped his killing spree.But
she did live. After being in a coma, she's awakened to a nightmare worthy of her sadistic father's tortures: she's trapped in the
Pediatric unit at Angels of Hope Rehab Center. Not only do the authorities now know that she's only ﬁfteen, but she's been made a
ward of the hospital until the legal system ﬁgures out what to do with her. Helpless, dependent on others...a fate worse than
death.Her body weak, her mind broken, but her will as strong as ever, Morgan ﬁghts for her new life and freedom. Unfortunately, it
seems her father wasn't the only sadistic serial killer on the loose...someone is preying upon the innocent children of Angels and their
families.Only Morgan sees the pattern, only Morgan glimpses the truth behind the horror.And only Morgan has what it takes to put a
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stop to it...even if it means sacriﬁcing her own second chance at life.A note to those who are also fans of the Lucy Guardino Thrillers:
the Renegade Justice stories take place in the year between Lucy's adventures in KILL ZONE and AFTER SHOCK.The complete
chronology for those who enjoy reading in order is:SNAKE SKIN: Lucy Guardino FBI Thrillers #1BLOOD STAINED: Lucy Guardino FBI
Thrillers #2 (Morgan and Jenna are introduced as well as Clinton Caine)KILL ZONE: Lucy Guardino FBI Thrillers #3 (features Morgan
and Jenna; Andre is introduced)FIGHT DIRTY: Renegade Justice Thrillers, featuring Morgan Ames #1RAW EDGES: Renegade Justice
Thrillers, featuring Morgan Ames #2ANGELS WEEP: Renegade Justice Thrillers, featuring Morgan Ames #3 LOOK AWAY: Renegade
Justice Thrillers, featuring Morgan Ames #4 (coming soon!)AFTER SHOCK: Lucy Guardino FBI Thrillers #4HARD FALL: Lucy Guardino
FBI Thrillers #5BAD BREAK: Lucy Guardino FBI Thrillers #6LAST LIGHT: Beacon Falls Mysteries, featuring Lucy Guardino #1DEVIL
SMOKE: Beacon Falls Mysteries, featuring Lucy Guardino #2OPEN GRAVE: Beacon Falls Mysteries, featuring Lucy Guardino #3GONE
DARK: Beacon Falls Mysteries, featuring Lucy Guardino #4 (available 9/17/17)

Raw Edges
CJ Lyons+ORM The second gripping thriller featuring a serial killer’s daughter seeking redemption from the New York
Times–bestselling author of Fight Dirty. The only thing worse than being the girl raised by a serial killer is being the girl he blames for
getting caught . . . and now Morgan Ames’ father has escaped prison. Morgan knows she’ll be at the top of her father’s hit list. After
all, she dared to defy him, abandoning him to rot in jail while she escaped to live a normal life. Every instinct screams at Morgan to
run and hide, but she’s as much a predator as her father and she refuses to allow him to turn her into prey. Because to Clinton Caine
the entire world is populated by “ﬁsh,” victims to torture for his own twisted pleasure. Morgan is no ﬁsh. Past time her father learned
that. But before she can take him on she has to stay alive long enough to ﬁnd him . . . hopefully without getting anyone else killed
along the way. Praise for CJ Lyons’ thrillers “Everything a great thriller should be—action packed, authentic, and intense.” —Lee Child,
#1 New York Times-bestselling author “A pulse-pounding adrenalin rush!” —Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “A
high stakes adventure with dire consequences.” —Steve Berry, New York Times-bestselling author “A compelling new voice in thriller
writing . . . I love how the characters come alive on every page.” —Jeﬀery Deaver, New York Times–bestselling author

Hollow Bones
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A Caitlyn Tierney FBI Thriller
Minotaur Books Hollow Bones, CJ Lyons From the ancient mysteries of a Mayan temple to the sinister secrets of modern medicine,
FBI agent Caitlyn Tierney uncovers crimes that have been buried far too long and far too deep... It's the kind of case that chills Caitlyn
to the bone. Missing person. College student. Beloved daughter of a world leader in biotechnology. She was last seen on a spring
break cruise. No witnesses. No motives. Just one possible lead—reports of a stranger who may have lured the young archeology major
oﬀ the ship and into the jungles of Guatemala. When Caitlyn follows her hunch into the jungle—with the FBI's Jake Carver by her
side—the trail takes a surprising turn into the very heart of darkness.

Bitter Truth
CJ Lyons+ORM A former FBI agent must save her husband from a killer in the Idaho mountains in this thriller by the New York Times
bestselling author. As an FBI Special Agent, Lucy Guardino faced horrors of all kinds. But now she must face turning forty. Her birthday
features black balloons, gag gifts, and a visit to her surgeon who isn’t happy with the way her leg has healed. Then she ﬁnds a missed
message from an old friend, a sheriﬀ in a remote region of Idaho’s Bitterroot mountains, who needs her help. Lucy calls back only to
learn he’s missing, presumed dead. Was it an accident? Suicide? Murder? The grieving widow and stunned community have no
answers. Now Lucy and her husband Nick are heading into the wilderness to solve the mystery. But when Nick ends up in a killer’s
crosshairs, will Lucy still have what it takes to save the day?

The Dental Register
The Practical Manual of Dental Casting, Being the
Recorded Experiences of Many Able and Eminent Men in
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the Dental Profession
Profusely Illustrated. Reprinted from The Dental
Summary, 1909-1913
Annual Report - State of West Virginia, Department of
Mines
Dental Summary
First Thrills: Volume 4
Short Stories
Forge Books New York Times bestselling author Lee Child and the International Thriller Writers, Inc. present a collection of
remarkable stories in First Thrills. From small-town crime stories to sweeping global conspiracies, this is a cross section of today's
hottest thriller-writing talent. This original collection is now split into four e-book volumes, packed with murder, mystery, and
mayhem! First Thrills: Volume 4 contains stories seven original stories by: John Lescroart Alex Kava and Deb Carlin John Lutz and Lise
S. Baker CJ Lyons Cynthia Robinson Marc Paoletti Bill Cameron At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Queen of Chaos
CJ Lyons+ORM “The Wizard of Oz meets Star Wars . . . Why don’t we have more YA space operas like this? Cat Lyons gives us
characters who leap oﬀ the page.” —Hugh Howey, New York Times–bestselling author When sixteen-year-old Annie McCoy’s autistic
little brother, Nate, runs out into the street right into the path of a school bus, time freezes. The possibilities spin out before Annie, as
if she can control the future. Making her choice, she steps into the bus’s path and sacriﬁces herself to save Nate. Imagine her surprise
when she wakes in a world a lot like her own, but deﬁnitely not. She’s nowhere near Scotia, PA, instead she’s in a Las Vegas where the
fashion is hopelessly retro and the tech is absolutely futuristic. A boy named N-8 who looks exactly like Nate tells her he summoned
her here to Unity on the orders of the Delphi quantum computer that runs this world. According to N-8, she’s here to save the world
before Time itself collapses. All she needs to do is steal the Delphi Key and take control of the quantcomp. Annie refuses to believe
that anyone as average as she is could be a Chosen One. Instead, she focuses on saving N-8 and the other autistic children who have
been enslaved by the leader of this strange new world: Comptroller Franco Albanese who wields the Delphi Key. Determined to once
again save her little brother—or his incarnation in this strange alternative universe—Annie must ﬁnd the courage to break out of her
ordinary life and embrace her new one before it’s too late. FromNew York Times-bestselling author CJ Lyons writing under the pen
name Cat Lyons

Pawns of Destruction
CJ Lyons+ORM A heroic teenage girl’s adventure through time continues in the thrilling ﬁnale of the trilogy that’s “The Wizard of Oz
meets Star Wars” (Hugh Howey, New York Times–bestselling author). Annie has embraced her Meta-self, realizing that only by
accepting who she is can she save the world and prevent more destruction and unnecessary deaths. She also reluctantly accepts the
help of her new friends—Killian, Revv, Blake, and N-8—despite the fact that there is a very good chance none of them will survive. The
Meta in her could calculate the overwhelming odds against them making it to Delphi’s underground fortress alive, but the girl in Annie
prefers to ignore the odds and focus on their mission to cross the Burning Waters, make it past the other Metas and Delphi’s security,
and then use the Key to stop Delphi from continuing to collapse timelines. She knows there’s no way they’ll all make it out alive. Her
plan is to make sure that if anyone must die to save the world and stop Delphi, it will be Annie. Annie might no longer be human, but
she’s still the same girl who sacriﬁced herself to save her little brother. Annie clings to that, it’s the only piece of her real self left. If
she can save her friends along with the universe, then her death won’t be for nothing . . . she hopes. Now, as every plan she’s made
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suddenly goes wrong, Annie and each of her friends must choose: themselves or the universe? Time is running out and there are no
futures left to steal . . .

Thief of Time
CJ Lyons+ORM A teenage girl’s humanity is at stake as the series praised as “The Wizard of Oz meets Star Wars” from the New York
Times–bestselling author continues (Hugh Howey). Despite overwhelming odds, Annie has done it! She’s stolen the Delphi Key from
the most powerful man in Unity, Comptroller Franco Albanese. But she lost the young dataminer who brought her to this strange new
world. N-8 has been captured by Franco and taken to his Palace at Fort Knox. Together with her newfound allies—the cute but cocky
street thief Killian, who just happens to be Franco’s estranged son, making Annie mistrust him despite the fact that she’s desperately
attracted to him, mechanical genius Kymee Revv who hides her beauty behind Kuboki makeup and sarcasm, and Revv’s father, Pierre
Laﬁtte—Annie has retreated to the isolated desert oasis known as Mirage, a community built below the Mojave solar reservation and
protected from Franco and his Chief Enforcer, Blake. As she tries to decipher the mysteries hidden in the Key and decide her next
move, Annie learns that there’s a larger conspiracy surrounding Delphi—one that goes back over a decade and involves Revv’s lost
mother, her father, and Franco himself. If Annie can’t trust the people who have saved her life, who can she trust? And if she must
choose between saving N-8 and the lives of the other dataminers and saving the world, how can she decide to sacriﬁce the boy who is
so very like her own brother back home? Sacriﬁcing her humanity might give Annie the strength she needs to save the world—or it
could destroy it.

Critical Condition
(InterMix)
Penguin In the fourth Angels of Mercy novel, New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons returns to an ER under attack as the lives of
four very special women hang in the balance… With Pittsburgh snarled by a New Year’s Eve blizzard and Angels of Mercy Hospital cut
oﬀ from the outside, staﬀ and patients are at the mercy of armed gunmen. Their target is Dr. Gina Freeman, who is holding vigil over
her wounded ﬁancé, Detective Jerry Boyle. Trapped inside with her are ER charge nurse Nora Halloran and fourth-year medical
student Amanda Mason, on the last night of her rotation—if not her life. Stranded outside the hospital walls is ER physician Lydia Fiore,
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whose past holds the secret the hitmen are willing to kill for. With patients, staﬀ, and loved ones held as hostages, the power out, and
cold-blooded killers in control, no one may live to see the New Year… Critical Condition includes a teaser for the ﬁrst Angels of Mercy
novel, Lifelines.

Black Sheep
A Caitlyn Tierney FBI Thriller
Minotaur Books Black Sheep C.J. Lyons It's the one mystery Supervisory Special Agent Caitlyn Tierney has never solved: her father's
unexplained suicide after arresting his best friend for murder. It drove Caitlyn to become one of the FBI's best agents—and often the
most unorthodox. Her latest case is no exception when the man she holds responsible for her father's death asks for help in ﬁnding his
missing daughter. Caitlyn's search brings her back to her North Carolina hometown, now vibrant with new money, old lies, and an
unknown enemy who will do anything to keep Caitlyn from the learning the truth—and who will kill to keep it buried...

The Annual of Scientiﬁc Discovery: Or, Year-book of
Facts in Science and Art
Angels Weep
CJ Lyons+ORM A serial killer’s daughter uncovers a disturbingly familiar pattern of murder in the New York Times bestselling author’s
medical thriller. Morgan Ames never expected to survive when she threw herself and her serial killer father oﬀ a cliﬀ. She was ﬁne
with that—as long as it stopped his killing spree. But after waking up from a coma, she ﬁnds herself in a nightmare worse than her
father’s sadistic tortures: she’s trapped in the Pediatric unit at Angels of Hope Rehab Center. Since the authorities know Morgan is
only ﬁfteen, she’s been made a ward of the hospital until the legal system ﬁgures out what to do with her. Fighting for her freedom
should be her ﬁrst priority. But her father wasn’t the only serial killer on the loose. Someone is preying on the innocent children of
Angels and their families. And only Morgan has what it takes to put a stop to it . . . even if it means sacriﬁcing her own second chance
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at life.

The Paciﬁc Dental Gazette
Fatal Insomnia: The Complete Trilogy
Farewell to Dreams, A Raging Dawn, and The Sleepless
Stars
CJ Lyons+ORM A terminally ill doctor battles crime and corruption in this medical thriller trilogy by the New York Times–bestselling
author of Critical Condition. Farewell to Dreams: ER doctor Angela Rossi is struggling with insomnia when she receives a ghostly plea
to save a missing girl. Aided by a police detective fallen from grace, Angela searches the midnight catacombs beneath the city, facing
down a ruthless gang leader and stumbling onto a serial killer’s lair. Her desperate quest to rescue the girl leads her to the one thing
she least expected to ﬁnd: a last chance for love. As her symptoms escalate in bizarre and disturbing ways, Angie realizes exactly how
serious her illness is. She might be dying, but she’s ﬁnally choosing how to live . . . A Raging Dawn: Dr. Rossi is diagnosed with Fatal
Insomnia and given only a few months to live. She’d like to say her goodbyes to everyone and spend her last days on a deserted
island. But ﬁrst she must provide testimony in a rape case. However, on the day of the trial, the victim is murdered, allowing the rapist
to go free—and motivating Angela to bring him to justice. With nothing left to lose or fear, she makes for a perfect vigilante . . . The
Sleepless Stars: When Dr. Rossi discovers that her disease—and the disease she’s discovered in dozens of young children—is the
creation of a mysterious cabal, she begins investigating the lies and betrayal that led the terrible epidemic. Meanwhile, Devon Price, a
father of one of those children, is on the hunt for those responsible. He is willing to lie, cheat, steal, or even kill to ensure his
daughter’s safety. But in the end, their only hope might be a desperate deal with the devil: the faction behind the epidemic. A deal
paid with blood. A deal not everyone will survive. Praise for the Fatal Insomnia series “A remarkable medical thriller equal to the very
best of Robin Cook or Michael Crichton. This intelligent, well-crafted novel, based on a startlingly original premise, builds up tension to
the breaking point and beyond, delivering plenty of surprises along the way. Totally absorbing and impossible to put down.” —Douglas
Preston, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “Farewell to Dreams has it all: a heroine you’ll never forget and a story that whips by
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at bullet speed.” —Tess Gerritsen, New York Times–bestselling author

Save Her Child
A completely gripping and suspenseful crime thriller
Bookouture She held her baby in her arms and she knew in that moment that he’d be coming for her. She couldn’t tell anyone her
name, she couldn’t let him ﬁnd her. She had to keep her child safe. In the summer heat at the Craven County Fair in rural
Pennsylvania, Dr Leah Wright is shocked to ﬁnd a pregnant woman hiding from view and in labor. Leah manages to deliver the baby
safely, but the woman won’t reveal her name. She's terriﬁed, running from someone, and days later both she and her newborn son go
missing… Desperate to save them, Leah turns to Detective Luka Jericho for help. Eager for Leah’s help with a complex case of his own,
Luka asks Leah to interview the widow of a man who has just been murdered. Soon they uncover a shocking connection between the
two cases: the widow’s lawyer, a local minister, Reverend Harper, was spotted driving the missing mother away from hospital. Is this
the man she was so afraid of? When Reverend Harper refuses to talk, Luka and Leah turn to the only person who he might speak to:
his daughter and Luka’s newest detective, Naomi Harper. But Naomi’s childhood in her father’s stark white house up in the mountains
was more painful than Luka and Leah could ever have imagined. Is it already too late to save the woman and her baby? Fast-paced
and utterly gripping from the very ﬁrst chapter, Save Her Child will keep you up all night. Fans of Karin Slaughter, Kendra Elliot and
Tess Gerritsen will love New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons. What readers say about CJ Lyons: “Wow!… I have been
completely unable to put this one down… There is absolutely no predicting where the author is taking the story which has made this a
gripping and exciting read. I absolutely loved this.” Little Miss Book Lover 87, 5 stars ‘Incredible! If you pick up one book this year then
make it this one! Dark, twisted and bloody brilliant! If you haven’t read a book by CJ Lyons before then you’re in for a treat.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Oh my goodness, what a brilliant start to a new series! Everything about this book just epitomises why I
love the crime thriller genre so much! It is a fast paced, intense read, that is ﬁlled with so much tension and suspense and I could not
get enough of it! It really is an outstanding piece of work that will consume you’ Once Upon a Time Book Blog, 5 stars ‘Blew me out of
the water… I starting reading at bedtime, I was so enthralled in the story, next thing I knew it was 3am as I was turning the last page
on my Kindle… Compelling, captivating, suspenseful, heart wrenching, all the good stuﬀ you want in a crime thriller.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars “Wow, this book grabbed my attention from the ﬁrst chapter, it was so well written and kept me guessing till the end.
I highly recommend this book to anyone who loves a good thriller, you won’t be disappointed. Can’t wait for the second book, am
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deﬁnitely going to read it.” Goodreads reviewer “This book has more twists and turns than a mountain road but eventually the truth
comes out in an exciting climax… One of the best mysteries of the season.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Such a page-turner and
gripping and so gritty, I loved how the story progressed with all its twists turns and mysteries. Deﬁnitely recommend.” Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars “Wow… This book grabbed my attention from the ﬁrst page!... I loved every bit of it! The character's just come alive!
I would recommend this book to everyone who loves a good thriller read like I do!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “AMAZING read… Kept
me on the edge of my seat throughout… From the beginning, with the blood ﬁlled house, to the daughter under the bed, to the
investigator, and then to everything pointing to the mother being the one who was at fault, this book just got better and better.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

Triple Threat: Lucy Guardino Thrillers 1–3
Snake Skin, Blood Stained, and Kill Zone
CJ Lyons+ORM The New York Times–bestselling author introduces a Glock-carrying soccer mom in the ﬁrst three books in the Lucy
Guardino FBI Thriller series. She may be a loving mom and wife, but Lucy Guardino is also a kick-ass federal agent who’s not afraid to
wield her skills in the series that’s “action packed, authentic, and intense” (Lee Child). Snake Skin Lucy Guardino is living the perfect
life in Pittsburgh as a Supervisory Special Agent running the FBI’s Sexual Assault Felony Enforcement squad. Until the day she comes
up against a vicious and cunning predator who forces Lucy to choose between the life of the young victim she is ﬁghting to save and
her own daughter’s . . . Blood Stained Ever since she fatally disobeyed orders, Lucy has been chained to her desk. But then she learns
that a case she closed four years ago may have pinned a string of rapes and killings on the wrong man. Embarking on an unoﬃcial
investigation, she races to uncover truth—against a desperate boy out for vigilante justice. Kill Zone In one of Suspense Magazine’s
Best Novels of the Year, the brutal killing of a teenage girl leads to a violent narcoterrorist turning the city into a kill zone. The girl’s
father helped the DEA bring down drug cartels—and it seems someone holds a grudge. But Lucy soon learns that secrets hide in
shadows . . . Praise for CJ Lyons’ thrillers “Pulse-pounding suspense and hair-raising chills.” —Susan Wiggs, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author “A compelling new voice in thriller writing.” —Jeﬀery Deaver, New York Times–bestselling author
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Nerves of Steel
CJ Lyons+ORM A deadly new drug epidemic puts an ER doctor in danger: “A perfect blend of romance and suspense. My kind of
read.” –Sandra Brown, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Thick as Thieves Dr. Cassandra Hart is ﬁghting a war. And losing. Her
Pittsburgh ER has been deluged by young patients who’ve overdosed on a new drug called FX. After Cassie discovers that the source
of the FX on the streets is her own hospital, her best friend is killed and Cassie’s life is threatened. She has no choice but to place her
trust in Detective Mickey Drake. Drake’s irascible charm eventually penetrates the barriers Cassie has built around herself, and their
relationship progresses from professional to passionate. After Cassie discovers the truth behind the thefts, she and Drake must
confront a killer. In the end, their only weapons are their newfound love and the courage that it gives them . . . Written by a pediatric
ER physician, Nerves of Steel combines gritty realism with the adrenaline rush of the ER. New York Times–bestselling and awardwinning author CJ Lyons uses her insider’s knowledge of life behind the scenes to reveal the hidden truth of the medical world: No one
is immune to danger. “A page-turner . . . taut, gripping and nonstop.” —Carla Neggers, New York Times–bestselling author of Rival’s
Break Praise for CJ Lyons’ Thrillers with Heart: “Breathtakingly fast-paced.” —Publishers Weekly “Everything a great thriller should
be—action packed, authentic, and intense.” —Lee Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Jack Reacher series “Tense,
whip-smart medical scenes . . . gripping.” —Tess Gerritsen, New York Times–bestselling author of the Rizzoli & Isles novels

The Year-book of Facts in Science and Art
The Next Widow
A gripping crime thriller with unputdownable suspense
Bookouture In the distance Leah heard sirens. She ignored them. Right now, her daughter needed her and Emily was just out of
reach, curled up under the bed, her eyes closed, desperately shaking. Leah did the only thing any mother would do. She crawled
through the blood to get to her daughter. When Detective Luka Jericho is called to a family home in rural Pennsylvania, he’s shocked
to ﬁnd six-year old Emily Wright is the only witness to her father’s murder. Her mother, Dr Leah Wright, returned home from work to
ﬁnd Emily huddled under the bed behind the body, and Luka is desperate to ﬁnd out what Emily witnessed. He knows that the killer
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could still be out there, waiting to strike again. But Leah is hesitant to ask Emily to relive what she saw. She knows that Emily could be
haunted by those memories forever. Until the same red roses Leah was sent on the night of her husband’s murder are found in Emily’s
hospital room and the family is attacked again… Luka must race against time to unravel Leah’s family secrets, as he battles painful
reminders of his own ﬁancée’s death. But he has no idea just how close the killer is. Will he be able to keep Leah and her daughter
safe? Fans of Karin Slaughter, Kendra Elliot and Tess Gerritsen will devour this fast-paced and chilling new crime series from New York
Times bestselling author CJ Lyons. You won’t be able to put this book down. What readers say about The Next Widow: “Wow!… I have
been completely unable to put this one down… There is absolutely no predicting where the author is taking the story which has made
this a gripping and exciting read. I absolutely loved this.” Little Miss Book Lover 87, 5 stars ‘Incredible! If you pick up one book this
year then make it this one! Dark, twisted and bloody brilliant! If you haven’t read a book by CJ Lyons before then you’re in for a treat.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Oh my goodness, what a brilliant start to a new series! Everything about this book just epitomises why I
love the crime thriller genre so much! It is a fast paced, intense read, that is ﬁlled with so much tension and suspense and I could not
get enough of it! It really is an outstanding piece of work that will consume you’ Once Upon a Time Book Blog, 5 stars ‘Blew me out of
the water… I starting reading at bedtime, I was so enthralled in the story, next thing I knew it was 3am as I was turning the last page
on my Kindle… Compelling, captivating, suspenseful, heart wrenching, all the good stuﬀ you want in a crime thriller.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars “Wow, this book grabbed my attention from the ﬁrst chapter, it was so well written and kept me guessing till the end.
I highly recommend this book to anyone who loves a good thriller, you won’t be disappointed. Can’t wait for the second book, am
deﬁnitely going to read it.” Goodreads reviewer “This book has more twists and turns than a mountain road but eventually the truth
comes out in an exciting climax… One of the best mysteries of the season.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Such a page-turner and
gripping and so gritty, I loved how the story progressed with all its twists turns and mysteries. Deﬁnitely recommend.” Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars “Wow… This book grabbed my attention from the ﬁrst page!... I loved every bit of it! The character's just come alive!
I would recommend this book to everyone who loves a good thriller read like I do!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “AMAZING read… Kept
me on the edge of my seat throughout… From the beginning, with the blood ﬁlled house, to the daughter under the bed, to the
investigator, and then to everything pointing to the mother being the one who was at fault, this book just got better and better.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

Farewell to Dreams
EdgyReads An insomniac doctor and a handsome cop search for a missing child in this thriller by the New York Times–bestselling
author of Critical Condition. In the chaos of the ER, functioning without sleep is a prized skill. But even Dr. Angela Rossi will admit that
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ﬁve months is far too long. Then a dead nun speaks to her while Angela is holding the nun’s heart in her hand. “Find the girl,” the nun
commands—although no one else in the trauma room can hear, the words drilling directly into Angela’s brain. “Save the girl.” Aided
by a police detective fallen from grace, Angela searches the midnight catacombs beneath the city, facing down a ruthless gang leader
and stumbling onto a serial killer’s lair. Her desperate quest to save the girl leads her to the one thing she least expected to ﬁnd: a
last chance for love. As her symptoms escalate in bizarre and disturbing ways, Angie realizes exactly how serious her illness is. She
might be dying, but she’s ﬁnally choosing how to live . . . Praise for Farewell to Dreams “CJ Lyons scores a major triumph with Farewell
to Dreams. Totally absorbing and impossible to put down.” —Douglas Preston, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “Farewell to
Dreams has it all: a heroine you’ll never forget and a story that whips by at bullet speed.” —Tess Gerritsen, New York
Times–bestselling author

Lesser Evil
A Beacon Falls Novel
CJ Lyons+ORM The search for a missing baby unmasks a sadistic killer . . . “A compelling new voice in thriller writing.” —Jeﬀery
Deaver, New York Times–bestselling author of The Never Game Lucy Guardino has fought and defeated evil before—but nothing like
the case Dr. Cassandra Hart brings to the Beacon Falls team: a missing infant, his mother dead. Alina was only nineteen, full of
hope—despite being raped, left for dead, and ﬁnding herself pregnant with the rapist’s child. Then Alina kills herself. The world thinks
she also killed her newborn baby. No one will investigate further, not without forensic evidence. No one believes there is a link
between Alina’s case and the brutal murders of other women. No one except Dr. Cassandra Hart and former FBI Special Agent Lucy
Guardino. Two women, both ﬁercely passionate about justice for the victims they serve. And both just as determined to defeat the evil
stalking the streets of Pittsburgh, even if it means risking everything. But when justice fails them, where will they draw the line? Is
there ever a time when taking the law into their own hands is the lesser evil? Praise for CJ Lyons’ Thrillers with Heart: “A high stakes
adventure with dire consequences.” —Steve Berry, New York Times–bestselling author of The Kaiser’s Web “Everything a great thriller
should be—action packed, authentic, and intense.” — Lee Child, #1 New York Times–bestselling author of the Jack Reacher novels
“Highly engaging characters, heart-stopping scenes . . . one great rollercoaster ride.” —Bookreporter “Hypnotic.” —National Examiner
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Fornander Collection of Hawaiian Antiquities and Folklore ... Gathered from Original Sources
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